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is not knowing English, immigrants barely literate in
their own language, young people born in the US who
grew up in homes in which English is not the primary
spoken language, and – in the case of the Adult Education
Program – individuals incarcerated in adult prisons, county
jails, or youth facilities. More than half (55.5 percent) of all
basic skills students are ESL students, although only about
one-quarter of community college basic skills students
are ESL students. Basic skills students are predominantly
Latino (60.1 percent), with Asians and whites making
up similar shares – 17.0 percent and 14.2 percent,
respectively.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A college degree or industry-recognized vocational certificate
is now the principal pathway to a well-paid job. Increasingly,
remedial English and mathematics and English as a Second
Language (ESL) programs are the gateway to college and skills
training. These programs are of increasing importance because
many recent high school graduates, high school dropouts, and
low-skilled working adults lack the fundamental English and
mathematics proficiency required for postsecondary education.
Until recent cutbacks, California’s basic skills programs –
which provide remedial education – served more than 1.5
million students a year at a cost to the state of more than $1.0
billion.

• Outcomes achieved. Although basic skills programs
achieve important outcomes for some students, many
basic skills students make no progress at all, and some
make only minimal progress. An extremely small share
successfully enter postsecondary education and attain a
certificate or degree or transfer to a four-year college. Basic
skills students in the community colleges are less likely
to earn an associate’s degree or to transfer to a four-year
institution than other community college students with the
same characteristics; moreover, they take longer than other
students to achieve the same goal.

The California Budget Project (CBP) examined California’s basic
skills programs in a four-part series called At a Crossroads. The
At a Crossroads series asked four key questions about basic
skills education:
• How are basic skills programs organized and governed in
California, and who delivers basic skills services?
• How are basic skills programs financed?

Creating a Basic Skills System for
California: Recommendations

• Who do basic skills programs serve?
• What kinds of outcomes do basic skills programs achieve?

Based on these findings, At a Crossroads offers a set of
recommendations aimed at integrating California’s basic
skills programs, improving student outcomes, and providing
policymakers the information they need to guide program
performance.

Major findings from the At a Crossroads series are summarized
below.
• Governance and service delivery. Two sets of institutions
share the primary responsibility for basic skills education:
the Adult Education Program, housed in the California
Department of Education (CDE), and the California
Community Colleges, which offer both credit and noncredit
basic skills courses. There is poor coordination both within
and across these programs, which can impede students’
progress.

The Goals of a Basic Skills System and the
Resources To Support It
California must restore its financial commitment to
underprepared students, establish clear goals for what the
state’s investment is intended to achieve, and implement a
coordinated effort to improve occupational and academic
outcomes. Specifically:

• Financing. Basic skills programs receive federal, state,
and local funding. However, in the February 2009 budget
agreement, the Legislature gave school districts the
flexibility to use state Adult Education Program funds for
other educational purposes; as a result, the Adult Education
Program no longer has a dedicated state funding stream.

• California should view its Adult Education Program and
community college basic skills programs as components
of a common effort and establish goals for the system as a
whole, to enable all residents to make the greatest possible
contribution to the economic and civic life of the state.

• Individuals served. The Adult Education Program and
community college basic skills programs serve a diverse
group of students. Students include recent high school
graduates with weak English or math skills, high school
dropouts, well-educated immigrants whose only barrier

• The specific goals of California’s basic skills system should
be twofold: To transition increasing numbers of individuals
with weak basic skills into postsecondary education or jobs
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with opportunities for advancement, and to increase the
share of basic skills students who complete a certificate or
degree or who transfer to a four-year college or university.

• Assessment and placement. California should fully fund
and enforce the mandate that each student, whether
entering the system through the Adult Education Program
or community colleges, receive orientation and assessment
upon entry that results in a tailored educational plan
outlining an accelerated path to achieving his or her
educational goals. Colleges should ensure that basic skills
deficiencies are addressed early but, as much as possible,
students should begin taking credit “content” courses in
their first semester as well. The Adult Education Program
should work with the community colleges and the federal
government to design and implement an assessment
instrument that more effectively measures the skills
students need to enter postsecondary education. California
should rationalize the assessment process in the community
colleges, while recognizing the range of programs offered.
New assessment tests in both the Adult Education Program
and the community colleges should facilitate the movement
of students from one system to the other.

• State adult education resources should follow the priorities
of the federal Adult Education and Family Literacy Act, which
are restricted to basic skills education.
• California should reconfigure the use of existing resources to
support these goals and invest in models that bring together
multiple funding streams.
• The state should restore dedicated funding for the Adult
Education Program and link that funding to a redesign of the
program to better support its goals.
• In the face of reduced funding, the Legislature should
provide incentives to ensure that the community colleges
continue to serve high-need students.

Governance and Service Delivery

• Instructional practices. Both the Adult Education Program
and the community colleges should implement more
effective instructional practices, including student-centered
models, peer group support, accelerated courses, and
courses that teach basic skills in the context of occupational
skills training.

Tighter integration of all basic skills programs is needed to
improve effectiveness. Currently, the disjunctures in the basic
skills system, both across and within institutions, create costly
confusion for students. In the absence of coordination, basic
skills students lose time and money, become discouraged, and
often drop out. Specifically:

• Financial aid policies. California should develop financial
aid policies that better target and support underprepared
students.

• California must elevate the importance of basic skills and
require that the Adult Education Program and the community
colleges begin to integrate their programs, either through
common governance or through well-coordinated local and
regional networks.

• Support services programs. California should expand
programs that provide academic and other support services
to underprepared students.

• California should pilot the development of “gateway” centers
that create partnerships among the Adult Education Program,
community colleges, and other stakeholders to prepare and
transition basic skills students into postsecondary education
or jobs that provide opportunities for advancement and help
English-language learners integrate into the economic and
civic life of the state.

• Professional development. The Adult Education Program
and the community colleges should partner to provide
basic skills instructors with opportunities and incentives for
professional development.
• English as a Second Language. California’s basic skills
system must effectively address the special needs of
English-language learners.

Supporting Student Success

Performance Measures and Accountability

Evidence suggests that speeding up the pace of remediation
would save time and money for both taxpayers and students
and make it more likely that individuals will achieve a
meaningful academic or occupational goal. Policymakers
should focus both the Adult Education Program and the
community colleges on key components of student success,
including:

A high-quality accountability system that monitors student
success is essential. Equally important is the commitment of
lawmakers and policymakers to regularly review and act on
the information such a data system provides. Specifically:
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Conclusion

• California should implement an accountability framework
for all basic skills programs and develop a comprehensive,
integrated data system.

While there are significant barriers to the reforms proposed
by the At a Crossroads series, there is serious need for
reform. Discussions are underway in the CDE and the
California Community Colleges about how to improve basic
skills instruction in both systems and coordinate them more
effectively. To date, however, the task of reforming basic skills
education has not been addressed with sufficient urgency. The
conclusions reached by many experts in the past have been
largely ignored. Now there is growing clarity based on research,
the experience of other states, and innovative California
programs about what works and what does not. The critical
next step is to overcome institutional and policy inertia and
translate these lessons into practice.

• The Legislature should mandate and review an annual report
card on the performance of all of California’s basic skills
programs.
• California should avoid certain dangers in creating
accountability systems, particularly those that involve
performance metrics and especially performance-based
funding schemes, which can have negative and unintended
consequences.
• In the context of a redesigned adult education system,
California should also reconsider the design of the
performance funding system for those programs.
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three reports and other research and offers recommendations in
five key areas:

INTRODUCTION

• The goals and resources for basic skills education.
A college degree or industry-recognized vocational certificate
is now the principal pathway to a well-paid job. Increasingly,
remedial English and mathematics and English as a Second
Language (ESL) programs are the gateway to college and skills
training. These programs are of increasing importance because
many recent high school graduates, high school dropouts, and
low-skilled working adults lack the fundamental English and
mathematics proficiency required for postsecondary education.
Until recent budget cuts, California’s basic skills programs –
which provide remedial education – served more than 1.5
million students a year at a cost to the state of more than $1.0
billion.

• Governance and service delivery.
• Strategies for supporting student success.
• Performance measures and accountability.
In each area, the overarching recommendation is that
California’s policymakers and administrators must view the
CDE’s and the California Community Colleges’ basic skills
programs as a unified system and mandate a coordinated effort
to serve students and the state as a whole more effectively.

FINDINGS FROM THE AT
A CROSSROADS SERIES

Despite the importance and cost of basic skills education, the
California Budget Project’s (CBP) At a Crossroads study – a
four-part series on basic skills education in California – found
that many basic skills students do not make significant
progress of any kind, few enter postsecondary education or
training, and, of those who do, only a small share succeed in
achieving a credential, degree, or transfer to a four-year college
or university. Other key conclusions that emerged from this
research include that:

Basic skills education has three core content areas: reading
and writing, mathematics, and ESL. By all existing measures,
the need for basic skills education in California is large. Nearly
one-third of California ninth graders drop out before they
graduate; more than 4.6 million Californians age 25 or older
(19.8 percent) lack a high school degree; and nearly one out of
four California adults age 16 or older cannot read an Englishlanguage newspaper.1 California ranks 48 out of 50 states in
the share of adults ages 18 to 64 without a high school degree
or GED.2 Estimates place the share of students entering the
California Community College system who lack college-level
math or literacy skills at more than 80 percent.3

• California has not established clear priorities and goals for
its overall investment in basic skills education.
• The governance structure of basic skills programs is divided
between the California Department of Education (CDE) and
the California Community Colleges. The coordination among
basic skills programs both across and within institutions is
insufficient and ineffective. Institutional practices impede
the transition of students from basic skills courses into
postsecondary education and training programs.

Failure to address California’s basic skills problem threatens
to undermine the state’s economic competitiveness and lower
residents’ standards of living. To help California policymakers
address this challenge, the At a Crossroads series asked
several fundamental questions about basics skills education in
California:

• The challenge of funding basic skills education has
increased as budget constraints have tightened. Funding
formulas for basic skills programs also fail to reflect the real
cost of educating underprepared students.

• How are basic skills programs organized and governed in
California, and who delivers basic skills services?

• Few basic skills programs employ the most effective
program design and instructional approaches.

• How are basic skills programs financed?
• California lacks a comprehensive and integrated data system
that permits policymakers to effectively track basic skills
students’ experiences and outcomes and evaluate where
failures are occurring and why.

• Who do basic skills programs serve?
• What kinds of outcomes do basic skills programs achieve?
The answers to these questions are provided in the first three
reports of this series and summarized below.

To address these concerns, this final report of the At a
Crossroads series reviews the research of the series’ earlier
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How Are Basic Skills Services Organized,
Governed, and Delivered?

gulf between the credit and noncredit divisions, and within the
credit division, between basic skills and academic programs.

How Are Basic Skills Programs Financed?

Two sets of institutions share primary responsibility for basic
skills education: the Adult Education Program, housed in
the CDE, and the California Community Colleges, which
offer both credit and noncredit basic skills courses. The
Adult Education Program offers Adult Basic Education, Adult
Secondary Education, and ESL courses, which historically
have been delivered through more than 350 adult schools
operated by school districts and county offices of education,
with classrooms located in more than 1,000 sites, and other
providers.4 The Adult Education Program also offers citizenship
preparation, short-term career technical education, services
for adults with disabilities, home economics, health and
safety, services for older adults, parenting education, and
apprenticeship.

Basic skills programs receive both state and federal funding. As
recently as 2007-08, California spent roughly $1 billion in state
and local funds in addition to the monies it received from the
federal Workforce Investment Act of 1998 (WIA).7
Prior to the February 2009 budget agreement, funding for the
Adult Education Program had been allocated to local K-12
school districts based on average daily attendance (ADA). As
part of that budget agreement, the Legislature gave school
districts the flexibility to shift state Adult Education Program
funds to other educational purposes, breaking the link between
funding and ADA and eliminating dedicated state funding for
the Adult Education Program at least until 2014-15.8 However,
the CDE continues to administer the federal WIA monies which
are allocated to providers based on student performance.

In the community college system, most colleges offer
remedial English, math, and ESL for entering students who
are assessed as not yet ready for college-level work.5 These
classes are usually offered for institutional credit, which may
qualify students for financial aid but often do not apply toward
degrees, credentials, or transfer. Some colleges also have
noncredit divisions that offer basic skills courses. In a small
number of cases, community colleges’ noncredit divisions
are the designated Adult Education Program provider for their
community.6

The California Community Colleges’ basic skills programs
are still primarily funded based on attendance. In 2009-10,
the community colleges received a total of $596.7 million in
state and local funding for basic skills education, including
$20.0 million in categorical funding as part of the Basic
Skills Initiative. These monies were principally for activities
to improve basic skills programs, such as curriculum
development, professional development for faculty, and
counseling. In addition, the community colleges received $9.8
million in federal WIA monies provided as part of the Adult
Education Program.

Few Adult Education Program courses are focused on
transitioning individuals into postsecondary education. Adult
Education Program assessment instruments are not designed
to provide students with feedback on their college readiness.
Students who successfully complete basic skills programs –
sometimes lengthy remedial sequences – through the Adult
Education Program are often sent for further remediation
once they arrive at the community colleges. Even within the
community colleges, there is little or no connection between
basic skills courses at lower-level noncredit and higher-level
credit levels.

Who Do California’s Basic Skills
Programs Serve?
The data analyzed for the At a Crossroads series suggest that
there are three types of basic skills students in the community
colleges:
• Recent high school graduates who aim to earn a credential
or to transfer to a four-year institution but need help with
specific skills, including ESL. These are essentially collegelevel students who do not quite meet college-level standards.
More than half of basic skills students fit in this category.

The measures used by the Adult Education Program and
community colleges to evaluate outcomes are different and
their data systems are incompatible. As a result, it is difficult to
track the progress of most basic skills students over time and
impossible to follow students from the Adult Education Program
to the community colleges. In too many cases, it is also difficult
to follow students from noncredit to credit programs within the
community colleges.

• Adults who have been out of school for a few years and want
to earn a vocational certificate or associate’s degree or to
transfer to a four-year institution but have weak basic skills.
One-fifth of basic skills students are in this group.

The Adult Education Program and community colleges have
different faculty standards and requirements and different
institutional cultures. Within the community colleges, there is a

• Older adults who have significant skill deficits – often, Latino
English-language learners – who do not intend to earn a
8

Student Success in the Community Colleges

certificate or degree or to transfer to a four-year institution.
More than one-fifth of basic skills students are in this group.

Basic skills students who hoped to complete a vocational or
academic certificate or degree or to transfer to a four-year
institution – called “credential-seekers” in this report – were
relatively unlikely to do so: Just one out of five (19.8 percent)
reached one of those milestones. In contrast, one out of four
credential-seeking college-level students (25.2 percent) earned
a certificate or degree or transferred. Compared to credentialseekers with similar characteristics who did not take any basic
skills classes, basic skills students were:

In addition, ESL students tended to be different from other
community college basic skills students. ESL students on the
whole were older, less likely to have completed high school,
and more likely to be Latino. However, a significant share –
one-fifth – of ESL students entered the community colleges in
college-level courses. These students were as likely to be Asian
(39.6 percent) as they were to be Latino (39.6 percent).
Fewer data are available to identify different types of students
in the Adult Education Program. Data do show, however, that
Adult Education Program students tended to be older than
community college students taking courses in the same
content area and that Adult Education Program students tended
to have lower levels of educational attainment than community
college students.9 Thus, it is likely that Adult Education Program
students tend to be similar to the second and third basic skills
student categories discussed above.

• Slightly less likely to earn a vocational certificate.
• Somewhat less likely to earn an associate’s degree.
• Much less likely to transfer to a four-year institution.
Much larger shares of credential-seeking basic skills students
reached other educational milestones. Specifically:
• More than nine out of 10 (92.9 percent) enrolled in at least
one college-level course.

What Outcomes Do Basic Skills
Students Achieve?

• More than two out of three (69.1 percent) earned at least 12
units, and more than one out of three (34.7 percent) earned
30 or more units.

Most basic skills students make only minimal progress over
a period of several years, many make no progress at all, and
very few earn a vocational or academic certificate or degree or
transfer to a four-year institution.

• More than three out of five (63.5 percent) enrolled in collegelevel English or math.

Student Success in the Adult
Education Program

Basic skills credential-seekers made a substantially greater
investment of time and effort to earn credentials or to transfer
compared to other students. Specifically:

Success in the Adult Education Program is measured by test
scores that indicate whether students completed one or more
“educational functioning levels.” By this measure, ESL students
tended to be more successful than Adult Basic Education and
Adult Secondary Education students over three years. This
analysis found that:

• Basic skills students required approximately one additional
year of school to earn a vocational certificate or associate’s
degree, and nearly one and a half additional years to transfer,
compared to college-level students.
• Basic skills students took roughly nine more classes than
college-level students.

• Just over half (51.0 percent) of ESL students completed at
least one of the six ESL levels, although few (12.0 percent)
completed two or more.

• ESL and Adult Basic/Secondary Education students generally
needed more time in school and more classes than Basic
Skills English/Math students in order to earn credentials or
to transfer.

• More than two out of five Adult Basic Education students
(42.3 percent) completed at least one of the four Adult Basic
Education levels – approximately the equivalent of two grade
levels – but very few (5.5 percent) completed two or more.

In addition:
• Few basic skills credential-seekers (8.8 percent) attended
school full-time.

• Two out of five Adult Secondary Education students (40.9
percent) completed at least one of the two Adult Secondary
Education levels – approximately the equivalent of two grade
levels – but very few (4.5 percent) completed two levels.

• Most basic skills credential-seekers (58.6 percent) waited
until after their first school year to take a basic skills class.
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Compared to other credential-seekers, basic skills credentialseekers were:

• Students’ progress was similar regardless of whether
courses were offered by school districts or by the
community colleges that serve as Adult Education Program
providers in some communities.

• More likely to undergo orientation and assessment.
• More likely to return for a second term or year.

In the community colleges, demographic characteristics played
a significant role in basic skills students’ success. Specifically:

• Approximately as likely to take classes continuously, rather
than “stopping out” and returning to school.

• Older basic skills students were slightly more likely than
younger students to earn vocational certificates, but less
likely to transfer to a four-year institution.

English-Language Learners’ Success
Most ESL students – particularly those in the Adult Education
Program and community college noncredit programs – did not
make significant progress. Specifically:

• Asian students were the most likely to earn certificates or
associate degrees or to transfer. Black students were the
least likely to earn certificates or associate’s degrees, and
Latino students were the least likely to transfer to a fouryear institution.

• Slightly more than half (51.0 percent) of Adult Education
Program ESL students completed one or more educational
functioning levels over three years.

• Men were less likely than women to earn a credential or to
transfer.

• Only 15.4 percent of community college noncredit ESL
students moved into credit ESL during the six-year period
covered by the data, and just one-fifth (19.6 percent) took
a college-level course. Very few (3.7 percent) earned a
certificate or degree or transferred to a four-year institution.

Enrollment patterns and student services also affected basic
skills students’ success in the community colleges. Specifically:
• Orientation and assessment services increased the
likelihood that basic skills students would earn an
associate’s degree or transfer to a four-year institution.

On the other hand, more than two-thirds (67.4 percent) of
credit ESL students took at least one college-level course, and
13.7 percent earned a certificate or degree or transferred to a
four-year institution.

• Basic skills students who took credit basic skills courses in
their first year improved their chances of earning an associate’s
degree or transferring to a four-year institution.

ESL students who started in college-level community college
courses were the most successful community college ESL
students. These “collegiate” ESL students were as likely to be
Asian (39.6 percent) as they were to be Latino (39.6 percent).
Nearly one-quarter of collegiate ESL students (23.7 percent)
earned a certificate or degree or transferred to a four-year
institution.

• Basic skills credential-seekers were generally much more likely
to earn certificates or to transfer if they enrolled continuously
or full-time or started in college-level courses.

Student Support Services Can Help
More Basic Skills Students Succeed

What Matters for Student Success?

The research points to specific supports that can enhance
basic skills students’ success. These supports include:

In the Adult Education Program:
• Ensuring that basic skills students receive orientation and
assessment services and take the basic skills courses they
need without delay.

• Asian students were the most likely to complete one or more
levels, followed by Latino students, and black students were
the least likely to complete a level.

• Developing courses or programs that help students reach basic
skills proficiency more quickly.

• In general, older students made more progress than younger
students.

• Providing financial aid and other services so basic
skills students can enroll full-time until they reach their
educational goals. For students who cannot attend full-time
for financial or other reasons, other services should be put in
place to support and speed academic achievement.

• Students generally completed more levels when they spent
more time in the classroom.
• Nearly all progress was made during students’ first year.
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• Kentucky, which emphasized improving adult-to-college
transitions by setting ambitious goals for the share of GED
completers who transition to postsecondary education.12

CREATING A BASIC SKILLS
SYSTEM FOR CALIFORNIA:
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE
AT A CROSSROADS SERIES

• Oregon, where the Pathways to Advancement Initiative
set five central goals, including increasing the number
of residents who access postsecondary education and
increasing the number who persist and attain degrees or
other credentials.13
• Minnesota, where the state has begun aligning and
integrating adult basic education, noncredit occupational
training, and for-credit postsecondary certificate and degree
programs.14

Based on these findings, this final report of the At a Crossroads
series offers a set of recommendations centered on four key
principles.

• Virginia, which has set a goal of increasing by 50 percent
the number of students who graduate, transfer to four-year
institutions, or complete a workforce credential within
the next five years. Virginia’s plan includes a commitment
to improve the success rates of underprepared and
underserved populations by 75 percent.15

Commitment: The Goals of a Basic Skills
System and the Resources to Support It
California must restore its financial commitment to
underprepared students, establish clear goals for what the
state’s investment is intended to achieve, and implement a
coordinated effort to improve occupational and academic
outcomes.

The specific goals of California’s basic skills system
should be twofold: To transition increasing numbers of
individuals with weak basic skills into postsecondary
education or jobs with opportunities for advancement,
and to increase the share of basic skills students who
complete a certificate or degree or who transfer to a
four-year college or university. For years, the goals of adult
education were to improve literacy, numeracy, and English
fluency and support high school dropouts in attaining a high
school degree or GED.16 Performance measures judged
programs by the number of students who moved up one
literacy or math level. However, with the character of jobs
changing, it has become clear that a high school diploma or
GED is not sufficient to move into higher-wage jobs and attain
economic well-being.17 Beginning with the passage of the WIA
in 1998, federal policy has emphasized workforce preparation
and educational outcomes for federally funded adult education
programs. Many states took this focus further by establishing
goals for transitioning individuals into postsecondary education.
California should do the same and also commit to increasing
the share of basic skills students who succeed in achieving a
certificate, degree, or transfer.

California should view its Adult Education Program and
community college basic skills programs as components
of a common effort and establish goals for the system
as a whole, to enable all residents to make the greatest
possible contribution to the economic and civic life of the
state. The ultimate objective should be full integration of the
Adult Education Program and California Community Colleges’
programs. However, bringing together the institutions and
programs that deliver basic skills services is a complex effort
that will take time. As a first step, California should make basic
skills education a clear policy priority and set common goals for
the overall system.
States that have developed broad support for improving
outcomes of low-skilled residents have enjoyed measurable
success. Clear goals allow policymakers to prioritize and target
limited resources. Washington state, for example, set a goal
to increase the number of underprepared adults with at least
one year of postsecondary training.10 During the past six years,
Washington has implemented a set of mutually reinforcing
initiatives aimed at achieving that goal. Initiatives include an
accelerated program of Adult Basic Education/ESL instruction;
a new financial aid program targeting low-income students;
development of applied baccalaureates – bachelor’s degrees
offered by community colleges in occupational fields; and a
performance-based funding system that rewards colleges for
increasing the rate at which underprepared students meet key
educational milestones.11 Examples from other states include:

State adult education resources should follow the
priorities of the federal Adult Education and Family
Literacy Act, which are restricted to basic skills education.
In setting goals, California should narrow the range of services
provided with state adult education monies. Currently, school
districts in California are permitted to use adult education
funds for 10 different program areas. Other than Adult Basic
Education, Adult Secondary Education, and ESL, however, only
the Adult Education Program’s career technical education
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maximizing the use of existing resources, California should
commit to providing adequate funding for basic skills education.
The authority for local school districts to use adult education
monies for other educational purposes sunsets in 2015.21 Then,
if not before, California should restore adult education monies
as a dedicated funding stream and link that restoration to the
implementation of a redesigned adult education system that
better supports the goals and program models that are most
effective in serving basic skills students.22

programs serve large numbers of individuals, and only a
limited number of communities have robust career technical
offerings.
In 2002, the California Joint Committee To Develop a Master
Plan for Education identified ESL, Adult Basic Education and
Adult Secondary Education, and vocational education as state
priorities for both adult education and community college
noncredit education.18 Because community colleges offer
vocational education and resources for the Adult Education
Program have been cut, that program should target its
remaining state funds to basic skills education.

In the face of reduced funding, the Legislature should
provide incentives to ensure that the community colleges
continue to serve high-need students. Despite the fact that
they serve many underprepared and thus more costly students,
community colleges have experienced reductions in funding.
Underprepared students are more likely to be low-income and
thus require financial assistance, take longer to complete a
course of study, require supplemental instruction, and need a
range of other support services.23 The reimbursement rate for
noncredit basic skills courses is also lower than the rate for
credit basic skills and college-level courses.

California may wish to allow communities where the Adult
Education Program has established large, successful career
technical schools broader flexibility with respect to their use
of funds. However, those programs should be encouraged
to coordinate more closely with the community colleges.
Consolidation would make it easier to develop career ladders
that connect shorter, entry-level courses to higher-level ones
in the same field, to offer Adult Education Program students
college credit, and to maximize limited resources.

Other states have experimented with ways to financially
encourage colleges to enroll and effectively serve
underprepared students, including:

California should reconfigure the use of existing resources
to support these goals and invest in models that bring
together multiple funding streams. Money alone will not
solve the problems with basic skills education identified
by the At a Crossroads series, but it is almost impossible
to run high-quality programs without wisely managed,
adequate resources. Multiple federal funding streams can
be used to develop comprehensive approaches to educating
underprepared students, including the WIA, the Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) Program, the Carl Perkins
Act, and other targeted programs.19 State resources can also
be coordinated to develop more effective programs. In the case
of the community colleges, these funding streams include the
Basic Skills Initiative monies, the funds for career technical
education, and the Economic and Workforce Development
Program.

• Providing dedicated funding streams for basic skills
programs.
• Increasing reimbursement rates for basic skills programs.
• Providing innovation funds to colleges to pilot new models of
service delivery.
• Providing dedicated funding for student support services
targeted to underprepared students.
In the face of reduced funding, the California Legislature
should provide incentives to encourage colleges to continue to
serve high-need students. This includes restoring funding for
the Basic Skills Initiative to its initial level and focusing these
resources on implementing the kinds of strategies highlighted
in this report.

Partnerships such as gateway centers, discussed below, make
financial as well as programmatic sense. Other strategies
states are pursuing to address the problem of inadequate
funding include requesting waivers to be able to use federal
monies more flexibly and ensuring that the geographic
distribution of funds matches the need for services.20
Strategies that accelerate student progress, discussed below,
should ultimately reduce the cost per student, as each student
will take fewer classes to achieve a credential, degree, or
transfer to a four-year institution.

Integration: Governance and
Service Delivery
Tighter integration of all basic skills programs is needed to
improve effectiveness. Currently, the disjunctures in the basic
skills system, both across and within institutions, create costly
confusion for students. In the absence of coordination, basic
skills students lose time and money, become discouraged, and
often drop out.

The state should restore dedicated funding for the Adult
Education Program and link that funding to a redesign
of the program to better support its goals. In addition to
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California must elevate the importance of basic skills
and require that the Adult Education Program and
the California Community Colleges begin to integrate
their programs, either through common governance or
through well-coordinated local and regional networks.
Findings from the At a Crossroads series suggest that the
Adult Education Program and community colleges programs
need to be restructured to improve student outcomes. This
restructuring should be a common project, but many barriers
make it difficult for community colleges and the Adult
Education Program to coordinate or blend their services.
Competition for students can drive a wedge between programs,
and federal policies that, for example, make it difficult to use
a common assessment tool or match assessment scores
can hinder coordination between the community colleges
and the Adult Education Program.24 Other barriers include
differences in faculty qualifications, pedagogical approaches,
and institutional cultures. The two systems also have different
missions and serve somewhat different types of students.

through collaboration, alignment, and shared performance
goals.28
Some states have shifted responsibility for adult education
from the K-12 school system to the community colleges,
though as of 2004, community colleges were responsible for
adult education in only 13 states.29 Other states have created
an overarching agency that oversees both the state adult
education agency and the community colleges.30 The goals of a
single governance structure are to provide:
• Common ownership of the entire basic skills system and
a single point of accountability for lawmakers and other
stakeholders.
• Greater incentive and ease in integrating the various
components of that system and improving the transition
from basic skills courses into postsecondary education.
Such integration may include linking courses, sharing
faculty, and a greater ability to develop courses that
integrate basic skills and occupational content.

Despite the challenges, states and institutions have been
moving to improve coordination, using a number of models.
Some states use dual enrollment, in which students can enroll
simultaneously in adult education and remedial, academic, or
occupational college courses.25 Dual enrollment allows adult
education programs and colleges to share “credit” for students
who are dually enrolled and receive funding for the services
provided.26 Approaches that combine adult education with
college content courses go one step further and allow students
to bypass college remediation, using adult education courses
to improve their skills to the level needed for at least certain
college-level programs.

• More efficient use of limited resources, such as sharing
space and/or sharing counseling and professional
development resources.
• Development of a common culture and vocabulary.
• Less confusion and clearer pathways through the system for
basic skills students.
In California, the sheer size of the state and the decentralization
of authority within both the community colleges and the Adult
Education Program suggest that creating a new overarching
governance structure is likely to meet with little success.
Integrating governance of all basic skills programs in California
– both credit and noncredit programs – would require moving
the Adult Education Program into the community college
system. In 2002, the Joint Committee To Develop a Master Plan
for Education initially recommended this approach, although
the final master plan dropped this recommendation.31
Whatever the reasoning of that commission, there are
important questions about the wisdom of moving adult
education into the community colleges. Concerns include the
facts that:

Some colleges have begun to merge adult education and
credit-level basic skills education at community colleges into
a single system, sometimes using dual enrollment to blur
programmatic boundaries. Characteristics of these programs
include common faculty qualifications, comparable assessment
instruments, shared facilities and materials, integrated data
systems, comparable budgets, and access to common services
for students.27
To achieve the goal of a more effectively integrated basic skills
system, the Council for the Advancement of Adult Literacy
(CAAL) identified two promising governance models:

• In general, community colleges already operating adult
education programs have done relatively little to integrate
them with the rest of their offerings.

• Combining or blending adult education and community
college programs into one system within a postsecondary
“department” that integrates adult education programs,
noncredit community college programs, and degree
programs.

• Because many community colleges have either very small
or no noncredit basic skills programs, adding such programs
would be difficult when colleges are struggling to meet the
mandates of their multiple missions.

• Building a coordinated network between adult education,
postsecondary education, and workforce development
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• Declining funding for the community colleges makes taking
on the underfunded Adult Education Program particularly
difficult.

the CDE to pilot such gateway centers. Gateway centers
should be one component of an overall effort to “fast track”
underprepared students to the attainment of postsecondary
degrees and certificates.

Attempts to consolidate governance of California’s basic skills
programs therefore may be risky and could further destabilize
programs that are already weakened by a lack of resources. A
more realistic first step would be to develop strong networks
and linkages between the Adult Education Program and
community college programs, as the state of Minnesota is
doing.32 In California, such an effort is likely to vary widely
among local areas, depending on the strengths of programs
and partnerships already in place. However, it is unlikely
that coordination among the Adult Education Program and
community college programs would occur statewide without
strong legislative incentives and continuing oversight.

Acceleration: Supporting Student Success
Evidence suggests that speeding up the pace of remediation
would save time and money for both taxpayers and students
and make it more likely that individuals will achieve a
meaningful academic or occupational goal.
Policymakers should focus both the Adult Education
Program and the community colleges on key components
of student success. The disappointing results achieved by
basic skills students is the most compelling reason to redesign
California’s basic skills programs. The At a Crossroads series,
as well as other studies, has identified weaknesses in the
Adult Education Program and community colleges basic
skills programs that may explain these outcomes. Problems
include how students are assessed and placed into programs,
ineffective instructional practices, insufficient attention to
professional development for faculty, limited financial aid and
support services for students, and insufficient attention to the
special needs of ESL students. California policymakers and
administrators should focus reform efforts on these specific
components of student success.

California should pilot the development of “gateway”
centers that create partnerships among the Adult
Education Program, community colleges, and other
stakeholders to prepare and transition basic skills
students into postsecondary education or jobs that provide
opportunities for advancement, and help English-language
learners integrate into the economic and civic life of the
state. “Academic and Career Education Transition Centers,”
which are designed to transition adult education students into
a job or postsecondary education, are a promising service
delivery model currently under consideration by the CDE.
The CDE envisions these centers as partnerships with other
programs, such as the community colleges and the federally
funded One Stop Career Centers.33

• Assessment and placement. California should fully fund
and enforce the mandate that each student, whether
entering the system through the Adult Education Program
or community colleges, receive orientation and assessment
upon entry that results in a tailored educational plan
outlining an accelerated path to achieving his or her
educational goals. Colleges should ensure that basic skills
deficiencies are addressed early but, as much as possible,
students should begin taking credit “content” courses in
their first semester as well.

The “gateway” centers suggested here are based on the
CDE’s idea; however, they would be legislatively mandated
partnerships between the community colleges and adult
education programs to integrate the community colleges’
and Adult Education Program’s basic skills courses. Adult
Education Program and community college staff would share
responsibility for assessment and instruction and jointly develop
program sequences, with the goal of moving students through
remediation as quickly and successfully as possible.

To comply with state requirements, community colleges
must attempt to assess first-time students and provide
them with counseling to develop an educational plan.35
However, current law specifies that community college
assessments are nonbinding. Community colleges are
prohibited from requiring students to take remedial classes
based on their assessment and, unlike the California State
University system, cannot require students to address basic
skills deficiencies within a specific time period.36 Despite
community college regulations requiring all students not
specifically exempted to receive testing, students routinely
opt out of assessment.37 Many community college students
similarly fail to avail themselves of mandated orientation
and counseling services.38

Gateway centers would build on work already underway in
the community colleges and existing partnerships between
adult education programs and community colleges. There
would be incentives to engage partners that can bring other
funding streams and expertise, such as WIA Title II, TANF, and
community-based organizations. It may even be possible
to attract philanthropic funding, as demonstrated by the
SparkPoint Center at Skyline College in California and the
Minnesota FastTRAC programs.34
Given the CDE’s interest in this model, the Legislature should
provide incentives for some community colleges to join with
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Rather than require basic skills students to be placed in a
lengthy remedial sequence, colleges or gateway centers
should be required to develop a comprehensive educational
plan that enables each basic skills student to address basic
skills deficiencies in their first year of enrollment, while they
also begin vocational or academic coursework.

There is a heated debate both nationally and in California
about the best approach to assessment and placement of
basic skills students in community colleges so that students
can address basic skills barriers early in their college
careers. Three recent studies of basic skills programs in
the community colleges agree on the benefits of mandatory
orientation, assessment, and placement for credit basic
skills students and argue that all community college
students should be assessed upon entry, with those who
need it being required to enter the college’s basic skills
sequence.39 However, one rational reason students opt
out of assessment and placement is that remediation can
be time-consuming and expensive. For some basic skills
students, entering a developmental sequence can add an
additional year or more of classroom instruction.40

• Adult Education Program assessment instruments. The
Adult Education Program should work with the community
colleges and the federal government to design and
implement an assessment instrument that more effectively
measures the skills students need to enter postsecondary
education.
Within the Adult Education Program, providers must use one
of a few federally approved instruments and students must
complete pre- and post-tests. In California, assessment is
conducted using the Comprehensive Adult Student
Assessment System (CASAS), a competency-based system.
The CASAS test is designed to measure the literacy skills
needed in everyday life and therefore may not effectively
measure the skills students need to enter postsecondary
education.46 As California’s basic skills programs focus more
clearly on transitions, the Adult Education Program must
develop assessment instruments that support that effort and
work with the federal government to win approval of those
tools.

There are also disagreements over the validity of
assessment tools, given the lack of consensus on what
constitutes “college-ready” or how to determine if students
are likely to succeed in college-level courses. Existing
tests are relatively ineffective in pinpointing the kind of
educational intervention students need.41 ESL assessment
instruments are particularly inadequate, resulting in
students being placed too high or too low relative to their
actual skill level.42 Moreover, the skills needed to succeed
in a one-year certificate program differ significantly from
those that students need to be able to transfer to four-year
institutions.

• Community college assessment instruments. California
should rationalize the assessment process in the community
colleges, while recognizing the range of programs offered.
New assessment tests in both the Adult Education Program
and the community colleges should facilitate the movement
of students from one system to the other.

A further point of concern centers on the quality of remedial
courses and the length of time it takes to complete
remediation. Researchers at Columbia University’s
Community College Research Center found that, despite
passing individual basic skills classes, remedial students
often fail to complete the entire basic skills sequence and
therefore never reach a college-level program. In fact,
students who did not comply with the requirement that they
enter remediation were actually more likely to take and
complete college-level classes than those who completed
recommended remedial coursework.43

Currently, community college districts may use any
assessment instrument approved by the California
Community College Board of Governors. A recent study
found that there were dozens of such tests, with a few in
wide use.47 In addition, each college sets its own qualifying
score on assessment tests. There is considerable interest
both in California and nationally in rationalizing the testing
process. A growing number of states use a single instrument
to test all students entering their public colleges and
universities.48 The Legislative Analyst’s Office (LAO) has
suggested moving toward this approach. The community
college system would be required both to develop a single
assessment instrument for incoming first-year students
and to place students in appropriate courses. Although
community colleges would not be required to use this
assessment tool for placement decisions, only colleges
using it would be eligible for Basic Skills Initiative funding.

One researcher has calculated that out of 100 students
beginning coursework at three levels below “college-ready,”
only 13 would persist through the sequence to go on to
pass a college-level course.44 For students who do not have
a high school diploma or GED, particularly those testing
many levels below college-ready, the journey to their first
college class is very long. As a result, the Columbia study
suggests that many basic skills students appear to be more
successful when they are “mainstreamed” – that is, when
they take college-level courses concurrently with remedial
classes. Data from the At a Crossroads series support this
conclusion.45
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of service per student to nearly double the national average.56
Acceleration strategies include developing assessment tests
that more accurately identify each student’s specific skills
gap and then addressing those gaps through tutoring and
supplemental instruction, “mainstreaming” students who
require only relatively limited remediation; combining several
levels of remediation into intensive, accelerated courses to
reduce or eliminate dropping out; and allowing lower-level
basic skills students to enroll in occupational certificate
programs that do not require college-level English and math
as an intermediate step toward a degree, and/or developing
“bridge” programs that prepare students for entrance into
occupational training programs by teaching basic skills in a
vocational context.57

The number and variety of assessment tests used in the
community colleges is confusing and frustrating for students,
makes it impossible for policymakers to make systemwide
comparisons, and increases cost, because students may
be retested as they move among institutions.49 On the
other hand, a single systemwide assessment instrument
could not address the wide range of courses and programs
offered by the community colleges that have different entry
requirements. One promising approach used in other states
is to develop a set of assessment tests, or “pathways,”
that are tailored to the requirements of different types of
programs.
Any new assessment tests should be sufficiently diagnostic
to enable counselors and faculty to target interventions to
each student’s basic skills deficiencies.50 Finally, the testing
process should support the movement of students between
institutions: from high schools and the Adult Education
Program into the community colleges.

Acceleration appears successful even for students who enter
with low skill levels.58 At Chabot College, a majority of students
now choose a one-semester accelerated English course.
After four years, the program’s pass rates are double those
of students who select the traditional English remediation
sequence and almost triple the rate – 36 percent compared
to 13 percent – among black students.59 The Accelerated
Learning Project at the Community College of Baltimore County,
which offers a similar model, has found that students complete
at twice the rate as in the traditional sequence, in about half
the time.60

• Instructional practices. Both the Adult Education Program
and the community colleges should implement more
effective instructional practices, including student-centered
models, peer group support, accelerated courses, and
courses that teach basic skills in the context of occupational
skills training.
Adult education and community college programs often do
not employ the most effective approaches to instruction.
Until recently, the pedagogical norm in a great many
remedial classes was some version of “skills and drills,”
where English and math competencies are broken down into
sub-skills and practiced until students become proficient.51
More recently, consensus has emerged on more “studentcentered” models, including content that students clearly
view as relevant to their lives and career goals.52

Some accelerated models facilitate the transition to the
student’s next academic or career goal by incorporating
relevant content.61 Washington state’s Integrated Basic
Education and Skills Training Program (I-BEST) offers one of
the most extensive efforts to implement “contextualized” basic
skills education. I-BEST pairs adult basic skills instructors,
including ESL instructors, in classrooms with occupational
instructors. Carefully tracked outcomes indicate that I-BEST
students earned five times more college credits on average
and were 15 times more likely to complete workforce training
than a control group of students during the same amount of
time.62

Student groupings or “cohorts” that provide peer support
also appear to foster student success. Adult education
programs have recently moved from open entrance/open
exit courses toward the “managed enrollment” model,
where a group of students begins and ends a course at the
same time, partially because students appear more likely to
persist and succeed in classrooms of peers with whom they
have established relationships.53 Community colleges have
found that intentional cohort-based models can provide
students with crucial forms of peer support.54

The need for acceleration may be among the most compelling
arguments for greater integration of the Adult Education
Program and community college basic skills programs so as to
reduce the number of basic skills courses required of students
moving from one program to the other.
• Financial aid policies. California should develop financial aid
policies that better target and support underprepared students.

Similarly, there is growing recognition of the importance of
instructional intensity. In ESL programs, it is clear that the
more intensive the program, the shorter the time required
to learn English.55 This process is often true in other basic
skills courses as well, leading at least one state to reduce
the number of students served in favor of increasing hours

One of the most important barriers for basic skills students is
the number of hours they must work to support themselves.
Financial aid is among these students’ most critical needs. The
At a Crossroads data and many other studies find that students
who attend school full-time are more likely to complete
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are open to all students; other programs are targeted to
low-income and underprepared students, such as the
federal Student Support Services Program and the state’s
Extended Opportunity Program and Services. Historically,
these services and programs served only a small fraction
of the students who needed them, and their resources have
been threatened and reduced as budget constraints have
tightened. All three recent reviews of basic skills education
in the California community colleges recommend increasing
the availability of support services.68

their program than those who attend part-time; therefore,
financial aid programs that allow students to work fewer
hours can improve student outcomes.63 However, federal
financial aid – such as the Pell Grant – focuses largely on
traditional students aged 18 to 22 who attend college within
one or two years of graduating from high school. Working
adults age 24 or older who enroll in school are treated
as independent for purposes of financial aid, which limits
eligibility even in the case of very low-income students.64
Some states have created financial aid programs that allow
students to be enrolled less than half-time and that are not
merit-based.65 The most useful of these programs cover
tuition, living expenses, book allowances, and other student
needs; some, such as Washington state’s Opportunity Grant
Program, even provide support to colleges for the counseling
and other services basic skills students need.66

In both the adult education and community college
programs, partnerships with other organizations can help
expand support services in the face of tighter budgets.
Lawmakers must also be committed to protecting and,
where possible, expanding these resources.
• Professional development. The Adult Education Program
and the community colleges should partner to provide
basic skills instructors with opportunities and incentives for
professional development.

Some adult education programs provide access to federal
financial aid, such as the Pell Grant Program, and some offer
grants and scholarships from local philanthropic sources.
However, there is no statewide financial aid system for Adult
Education Program students – another reason for the adult
education and community college programs to collaborate to
move students as rapidly as possible into credit basic skills
programs that do qualify them for financial aid.

The California Community College Research and Planning
Group’s recent assessment of basic skills programming
suggested that lack of awareness by faculty is a major
reason for the dearth of more effective instructional
practices. According to the study, “the importance of
comprehensive training and development opportunities for
faculty and staff who work with developmental students
cannot be overestimated.”69 The challenge of providing
professional development is complicated by the fact that in
both the Adult Education Program and community college
systems most basic skills faculty teach part-time.

At the community college level, a greater share of Cal Grant
funding should help low-income students meet living
expenses such as room, board, textbooks, and
transportation, which typically represent 95 percent of the
total cost for community college students.67 The Cal Grant
program should expand its focus to include the large
population of community college students who return to
school after working for more than a year. In addition, Cal
Grant rules should permit remediation courses that count
toward Cal Grant eligibility not to reduce the two- or
four-year limit on assistance.

Both the Adult Education Program and the community
colleges engage in professional development activities,
but funding for teacher training is limited. The Basic
Skills Initiative provides resources to support professional
development of community college basic skills faculty and
the CDE uses a portion of its federal monies for this purpose.
Combining these and other professional development
resources available in both systems would maximize
resources and bring the two systems together at the level
of service delivery where the concrete work of coordination
needs to occur.

• Support services programs. California should expand
programs that provide academic and other support services
to underprepared students.
The needs of basic skills students for such services as
childcare, transportation, counseling, tutoring, and
mentoring can also stand in the way of academic success.
In the Adult Education Program, counseling, childcare, and
transportation assistance are allowable uses of federal WIA
monies; however, as core educational services have been
substantially cut back, providers lack resources for support
services.

• English as a Second Language. California’s basic skills
system must effectively address the special needs of
English-language learners.
ESL students make up more than half of basic skills
students in California. The Adult Education Program serves
more than two-thirds (68.1 percent) of these students.70
Many ESL students have very limited language ability: In

The community colleges provide limited support services for
students. Some services, such as student counseling offices,
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the Adult Education Program, more than one-third enter
at beginning ESL levels, and most community college ESL
students enter at the lowest ESL levels.71 ESL students tend
to be much older than other basic skills students, and the
majority are Latino. Most ESL students begin in noncredit
programs. Few make significant progress in their English
literacy skills, and even fewer make the transition to
postsecondary education or training.

or higher levels of ESL through strategies that include
greater access to counseling, improved assessment, highintensity instruction, accelerated programs that place a
strong emphasis on college readiness, contextualization
of ESL instruction, professionalization of faculty, and
supportive services. More research that focuses on better
understanding of who ESL students are, along with their
aspirations and needs, is a critical underpinning of this effort.

ESL students who are successful in reaching postsecondary
programs appear to achieve success equal or greater to
other students as measured by grade point averages, the
percentage of courses passed, and the number of degrees
and credentials earned. In a study by City College of San
Francisco that followed noncredit ESL students over seven
years, researchers found that 25 percent of those students
who transitioned into credit courses obtained degrees or
a certificate – three times the rate of all students. Credit
ESL students, as a whole, attained nearly one-third of the
certificates and half the degrees awarded to students, while
students who had transitioned from noncredit ESL were
less likely to transfer to a four-year institution.72 The At a
Crossroads series found that noncredit ESL students who
were actively pursuing a degree, credential, or transfer were
more likely than community college students overall to
achieve a degree or credential, though somewhat less likely
to transfer to a four-year institution.

Accountability: Performance Measures
and Accountability
A high-quality accountability system that monitors student
success is essential. Equally important is the commitment of
lawmakers and policymakers to regularly review and act on the
information such a data system provides.
California should implement an accountability framework
for all basic skills programs and develop a comprehensive,
integrated data system. Responsible policymaking requires
good data. California lags considerably behind many other
states in its ability to gather and analyze data across education
and workforce programs. The Adult Education Program and
the community college system use different performance
measures and have different cultures of accountability. Until
recently, neither published data that tracked the outcomes
of individual basic skills students over time. In the Adult
Education Program, it is extremely difficult to track students
across successive years and programs and impossible to track
students who transfer from the Adult Education Program into
the community colleges. The community college system has
begun to publish data on basic skills students, but, although
it is possible for the system to follow students for whom they
have Social Security numbers into the labor market, this is not
done routinely.

Acceleration strategies are particularly critical for ESL
students, who often cannot transition into college courses
until they have reached intermediate or higher levels of
ESL, a process that can take more than two years. Hours
of instruction are strongly correlated with advancement,
but higher intensity courses also must allow students to
transition as quickly as possible from one level to another.73
Not all ESL students want to transfer to postsecondary
education or training.74 Yet, as other studies note, it is
difficult to determine the cause or extent of low aspirations.
A summary of research by the CAAL argues that:

The Adult Education Program accountability system, mandated
for WIA Title II recipients by the federal government, measures
student progress in completing 11 literacy levels within the
program areas of Adult Basic Education, Adult Secondary
Education, and ESL.76 Progress is measured by the share
of participants who complete a literacy level within a single
program year. Since almost all adult education programs
are open-enrollment/open-exit, students counted in any
one year could have been in the program for as long as 12
months – or more – or as little as a few weeks. The data
collected for the federal government offer only a snapshot of
the Adult Education Program for a program year; students are
not tracked across program years and/or from one school or
program to another. Follow-up data, gathered through a survey
that has a low response rate, are reported only on the share of

“ESL programs rarely provide extensive
guidance, counseling, and coaching
services that can help students navigate the
instructional process, encourage them to
establish more ambitious goals, and show
them how those goals can be realistically
achieved if they persist in their studies.”75
ESL students represent a large and important share of
California’s underprepared students. To meet its need for
a skilled workforce, the state should commit to moving
many more English-language learners to intermediate
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students who identify one of four specific goals and achieve
them: getting a job, retaining a job, entering postsecondary
education or training, and attaining a GED or high school
diploma.77

and resources. Both the US Department of Labor and the US
Department of Education have been providing support to states
to upgrade their data systems. The group should explore the
availability of support for this effort.

Rather than use Social Security numbers to track students,
each Adult Education Program agency assigns a student
identification number to adult learners at the time of enrollment.
A statewide system that assigns unique identifiers would
enable Adult Education Program students to be tracked across
Adult Education programs. The lack of a common unique
student identifier also makes it impossible to follow individuals
from the Adult Education Program into the community colleges.

The Legislature should mandate and review an annual
report card on the performance of all of California’s basic
skills programs. A single, simple annual “report card” on
basic skills programs and the experiences of underprepared
students in California would provide lawmakers, other
policymakers, administrators, and other stakeholders with a
common and consistent source of information.80
California should avoid certain dangers in creating
accountability systems, particularly those that involve
performance metrics and especially performancebased funding schemes, which can have negative and
unintended consequences. Despite the importance of a
sophisticated performance accountability system there are also
real dangers, including:

The community college reporting system is more
comprehensive. Beginning in 2007, the community colleges
implemented an annual report called Accountability Reporting
for the Community Colleges (ARRC). ARRC focuses almost
exclusively on credit students and provides an overview of
student demographics and outcomes. In 2009, the Chancellor’s
office issued an annual companion Basic Skills Accountability
report.

• One size doesn’t fit all. The Adult Education Program and
the community colleges serve multiple populations through
their basic skills programs, and the community colleges
have a much wider set of missions than remediation.
Outcome measures that are appropriate for one set of
students may be inappropriate for another.

There is now a national movement to improve data reporting
and accountability systems for educational and workforce
programs.78 Many states have concluded that the elements of
an effective data system include:
• Student-level unit records that track student performance
across years and institutions.

• Unintended consequences. One-size-fits-all outcome
measures can encourage, for example, “creaming” of
only the most qualified students or lowering academic
standards – both in order to increase graduation rates.81
Performance measures that are not carefully designed can
end up causing programs to turn away the highest-need
students.

• Demographic and program enrollment data.
• College placement test scores and secondary school
academic information.
• The ability to share student-level information among the
K-12, community college, and higher education data
systems.

• High compliance costs. The value of data systems must
outweigh the cost of data collection, and institutions must be
adequately compensated for these costs.

• The ability to link to other key state databases, particularly
state Unemployment Insurance and adult basic education
data.79

Performance accountability systems should be carefully crafted,
with particular concern for pay-for-performance approaches.

Recently, a California working group mandated by AB 1319
(Liu, Chapter 264 of 2006) recommended steps toward the
development of an integrated, longitudinal system for the
Adult Education Program and the community college system.
The Legislature should reconvene an expanded version of
the working group and require it to develop a plan for a
data system that can track students across institutions and
programs and into the labor market. The National Governors’
Association has provided guidance on the subject, and there
is a national Data Quality Campaign that provides information

Recently, both the Institute for Higher Education Leadership &
Policy and the LAO have argued for performance-based funding
for the community colleges. However, while one study of
performance accountability systems in nine states concluded
that states with pay-for-performance systems in their
community colleges saw some improvement, it was unclear if
they outperformed states without performance-based systems.
The same study found evidence that performance-based
systems generated unintended negative outcomes, perhaps
because these systems were relatively new and needed
to be refined in order to be effective.82 Washington state’s
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new “momentum point” system, which is aimed at improving
outcomes for underprepared students, has been designed
to avoid many of the problems of earlier attempts at linking
financial rewards to performance in community college settings.

CONCLUSION
Despite undeniable barriers to the reforms proposed by the
At a Crossroads series, there is a serious need for reform.
Discussions are currently underway among the CDE, the
California Community College system, the Legislature, and
other stakeholders about how to improve basic skills instruction
in both systems and coordinate them more effectively. The
recommendations offered in this paper reflect the thinking of
some, if not all, of these participants. The CDE’s new strategic
plan includes many of these recommendations as well.83

California could experiment with different approaches to
performance-based funding by developing some pilot initiatives
and collecting data on the strengths and weaknesses of each.
However, any such effort should be secondary to the urgent
task of developing and implementing a comprehensive,
integrated data system.
In the context of a redesigned adult education system,
California should also reconsider the design of the
performance funding system for those programs. California
may wish to reevaluate the basis on which incentive funds
are distributed to the Adult Education Program providers as
federal monies become a larger share of total Adult Education
Program funding and as the Adult Education Program begins to
focus more sharply on the goals of transition to postsecondary
education and employment.

To date, however, the task of reforming basic skills education
has not been addressed with sufficient urgency in California.
The conclusions reached by many experts in the past have
been largely ignored. Now there is growing clarity from
research, the experience of other states, and innovative
California programs about what works: institutions and
programs that are integrated; policies and pedagogies that
accelerate students’ ability to address their basic skills barriers
and attain a certificate or degree or to transfer to a fouryear institution; and state policymakers who are committed
to the importance of basic skills education and put in place
comprehensive data systems that provide stakeholders at
all levels with the information they need to serve students
effectively. The critical next step is to overcome institutional
and policy inertia and translate these lessons into practice.
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